Current and emerging medical treatments for non-small cell lung cancer: a primer for pulmonologists.
Pulmonary physicians commonly develop relationships with lung cancer patients through the evaluation and staging of the disease prior to the discussion of treatment options with oncologists. Given the relationship that develops, a pulmonologist is often asked about aspects of the treatment plan that may be slightly outside of their comfort zone. The aim of this overview of medical treatment of non-small cell lung cancer is to provide the pulmonologist with an overview of the evidence guiding current practice so that they can be more comfortable answering their patients' questions while awaiting the expert opinion of the oncologist. We discuss standard chemotherapeutic agents, their common side effects, and their use in the adjuvant and neoadjuvant setting, as definitive therapy for locally advanced disease, as palliative therapy for advanced disease, and as maintenance therapy. We also discuss the mechanisms of action and side effects of targeted therapies (including inhibitors of vascular endothelial growth factor [VEGF], epidermal growth factor receptor [EGFR] signaling and the anaplastic lymphoma kinase [ALK] protein), their currently accepted uses, and upcoming phase III trials, the results of which may influence standard practice.